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Introduction
- addressing of Marxist concepts
- hijab as commodity: 3 basic criteria fulfilled
- veil as a central difference between the 

Muslim and non-Muslim societies (Leila 
Ahmed)

- aim of the article

Leila Ahmed



Veiling and colonial interpellation

Qasim Amin:

- women more capable to control sexual desire: 
superior

- argue about the current practice of hijab
- critiqued: patriarcal and imperialist
- also elistis and racist
- put the question in the public debate



- Amin´s texts: ancient poltical function of 
separating sexs

- modernists: hijab as a class marker and empty 
signifier

- hijab in the Qu´ran: different ways
- modesty and colonialism
- hijab and male authority

Hijab and class hierarchies



Hijab and male authority 
- Nafis critiques of Amin: unveiling and 

veiling oppressive
- Berger: individual women erased>>feminine 

status accentuated: collective
- women interpellated to patriarchal system: 

male desire and authority
- hijab as a commodity



- capitalism in Iran: commodificating 
women

- hijab as commodity: value of change
- significance of the veil: as a commodity 

none; as someone using it: complex

Hijab as a commodity form 



Unveiling as coercion

- policies over women´s veiling or unveiling: coercion
- western societies unveiling campaigns: coercion
- hijab: empty signifier

Up until the 2012 Olympics female volleyball players were obliged to wear bikinis 
(with the lower part no more than 7cm from top to bottom at the hip) or a 
one-piece swimming costume (Volleyball in a hijab: Does this picture 
show a culture clash? - BBC News)

http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/Rules/BVB%20Uniforms%20OG%202004.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-37009324
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-37009324


Veiling, agency, freedom
- veil as a political mark
- veil as medium to political and social 

rights
- regulations of the state: no freedom 

or autonomy for women

Fatima Ahmed, spanish politician



Thank you!!


